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REVAMPED FOR THE 21ST CENTURY, A 1904 HOUSE IN ATHERTON  
IS UPDATED WITHOUT LOSING ITS HISTORIC CHARM.

WRITTEN BY LINDA HAYES / PHOTOGRAPHY BY BERNARD ANDRE

Classic Revival
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Architect David Buergler updated a 1904 
Atherton home to include extensive millwork. 

Classic paneling and large archways, made by 
Touchstone Construction, define the space and, 

“create the appearance of a bigger opening 
without taking away a wall,” says the architect, who 
worked with the project’s builder, Paul Conrado, 
to add a new stairway to the entry. The white-oak 

flooring is by First, Last & Always, and the trim and 
moldings were milled by White Brothers Mill.

 I
n 1925, a traditional 1904 home was lifted up and 
placed on a barge to be transported across the bay 
from San Francisco to Atherton, where it was dropped 
into the center of a 19-acre orchard. More than 90 
years later, a couple came across the house and 

they were at once smitten with its potential. “Stepping onto 
the property was like going back in time,” the wife says. “It 
had a park-like setting and a great sense of history.” Intent 
on enhancing the home’s historic feel while making it work 
for the present day, the new owners carefully assembled 
a project team that included designer Dara Rosenfeld, 
architect David Buergler and builder Paul Conrado. “It’s  
a very traditional house,” Rosenfeld says. “It was important  
to make it feel timeless and yet more current, so it will 
carry through to its next years.”

Though the home itself had historic charm, it had very 
little architectural detailing and thin siding, and it needed 
a lot of structural work. Buergler, who has extensive 
experience dealing with period homes, set about putting 
plans on paper to remedy the structure’s shortcomings. 
“The house is American neoclassical, which includes 
Georgian and Federal styles,” Buergler says. “We kept  
the basic box form and a similar front entrance and then 
added wings that are proportionate in size on either side.” 
Custom-milled siding, cornices and architraves around  
the doors and windows complete the new look. 

Inside, Buergler reoriented the existing rooms to go 
along with the new additions. A front entry leads to a living 
room on one side and dining room on the other, while a 
large kitchen—anchored by one of the architect’s famously 
large islands—was designed as part of an open dining-
family area. “It’s in a relaxed style influenced by the Sir 
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Designer Dara Rosenfeld kept 
the furnishings streamlined and 
sophisticated in the living room, 
where she combined Edwin chairs by 
Rose Tarlow Melrose House with a 
custom camelback sofa upholstered 
with a Coraggio silk-mohair and an 
iron-and-limestone coffee table by 
Formations. The Japanese painted 
screens are from Imari Gallery, and 
the rug is by Mark Nelson Designs. 
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Right: Artwork collected by the 
homeowners hangs in a curated 
grouping along the wall of the 

entry hallway. “It’s a great way to 
present the pieces and creates 
a nice, relaxed way to enter the 
house,” Rosenfeld says. Pillows 

made with Osborne & Little fabric 
accent a bench by Mulligan’s 

from Shears & Window.

Opposite: Buergler designed  
an archway to frame the dining 

room, where Rosenfeld centered a 
Rose Tarlow Melrose House dining 
table beneath an antique Edward 
F. Caldwell & Co. Baroque-style
chandelier from David Duncan

Antiques in New York. The custom 
hand-painted and hand-embroidered 

silk wallcovering is by Fromental.
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In each corner of the dining 
room, Buergler designed built-in 
cabinets, which hold the owners’ 
collected tableware. The cabinets 
flank the room’s arched doorway, 
which looks past the entry hall to 
the archway of the living room. 
The Hepplewhite dining chairs 
are from the owners’ collection.

John Soane’s Museum in London,” says Buergler, who also 
added a new master wing on the first floor. In addition to 
reworking the spaces, the architect designed and added 
extensive millwork throughout the house, including wall 
paneling, dentil moldings and archways.

Those thoughtful architectural elements set the stage  
for Rosenfeld’s elegant interiors. “I didn’t want to touch 
David’s beautiful work, and there was a lot going on with  
the intricate moldings and finishes. I felt the furniture needed 
to reflect the architecture, but still be somewhat restrained 
and streamlined,” she explains. “That was the story I took 
throughout the house.” Rosenfeld’s artful approach and 
refined aesthetic captured the interest of the owners. “Dara 
has a really intensive background in art history,” notes the 
husband. “Plus, she has a wonderful eye for color and 
design, and she understood the personality of the house. 
She brought a fresh new design to the project.”

That fresh outlook began with a color palette 
Rosenfeld pulled from the wife’s favorite hues, including 
coral, beige and pale blue. She also used the collection 
of Early American antiques the couple had acquired 
over the years as a starting point in pulling together 
thoughtful, sophisticated living spaces. In the living room, 
for example, the designer created a streamlined furniture 
plan designed around a custom hand-tufted wool rug 
with an enlarged paisley pattern. She accented the 
space with two Japanese painted screens that overlook 
a custom sofa and two armchairs by Rose Tarlow Melrose 
House. For the dining room, the designer played off 
the room’s extensive millwork by pairing a walnut table, 
also by Rose Tarlow Melrose House, with the owners’ 



Inspired by the Sir John Soane’s 
Museum in London, Buergler 
designed the kitchen within an  
open space that includes family  
and dining areas. Rosenfeld paired 
a custom sofa by Plantation with an 
antique rug from Stark for the sitting 
area. Bar chairs by The Wicker 
Works pull up to the kitchen island.
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Opposite: Just off the open kitchen, a casual dining area features a custom white-oak farm table with 
a plank top designed by Rosenfeld and crafted by S. Therrien Cabinetmakers. A banquette, outfitted 
with a seat cushion made with a Jane Churchill textile, and the owners’ antique Windsor chairs offer 
flexible seating options. The custom dual-sash windows are by Bend River Sash & Door Company. 

Below: The architect designed the newly expanded kitchen with an oversize island, and Rosenfeld 
suspended antique Holophane pendants from Ann-Morris in New York above its marble countertop. 
The sink and faucet are by Waterworks and pair with cabinetry by Touchstone Construction.

“THE KITCHEN IS IN A RELAXED STYLE 
INFLUENCED BY THE SIR JOHN SOANE’S 
MUSEUM IN LONDON.”

–DAVID BUERGLER
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Hepplewhite spider-back chairs, which she had refinished 
and re-covered. She hung a hand-painted and hand-
embroidered silk wallcovering in the space, and for the 
built-in cabinets the architect designed in all four corners 
of the room, Rosenfeld displayed the owners’ late-18th- and 
early-19th-century silver and pewter pieces along with their 
Chinese porcelain and other tableware. In the more casual 
eating area off the kitchen, she designed a custom farm 
table and teamed it with the owners’ antique Windsor chairs. 

In that dining area and elsewhere, multi-pane windows 
flood the home with sunlight and bring in views of  
the surrounding gardens, which the couple preserved 
and repurposed with the help of their longtime friend 
and landscape architect Susan Edwards Ogle of Susan 
Edwards Ogle Landscape Architect. “The property had 
beautiful mature rhododendron, old oaks, specimen 
Japanese maples and other trees that had been lovingly 
assembled and nurtured by the previous owner,” the wife 
says. In response to the changes made to the house, Ogle 
thoughtfully transplanted some of the mature trees to new 
locations around the now 1-acre property and converted 
an old driveway into a stone-lined garden.

Just as the rest of the team, Conrado took a detailed 
approach to his contributions, which ranged from executing 
the intricate interior moldings—for which special tools had 
to be made to accurately reproduce the period styles—to 
removing and replacing the old foundation. “We worked with 
great clients, who asked a lot of questions and then listened 
to our answers and took the team’s advice,” Conrado says. 
“As a result, this house will stand for another 100 years.”  

“IT WAS  
IMPORTANT TO 

MAKE THE HOUSE 
FEEL TIMELESS 

AND YET MORE 
CURRENT, SO 

IT WILL CARRY 
THROUGH TO ITS 

NEXT YEARS.”
-DARA ROSENFELD 

Opposite: Inspired by a farm shed he had seen near Italy’s Lake Como, Buergler designed the new garden studio with 
a stone façade and ample windows. Landscape architect Susan Edwards Ogle, in collaboration with landscape architect 

Sara Macy of Sara Macy Landscape Architect, designed the grounds with new plantings, pathways and a pool.

Below: Light spills into the garden studio, where the wife, an amateur painter, works on landscapes and still lifes with 
oils, pastels and watercolors. The progression of the structure’s ceiling beams echoes those found in Arkansas’ famed 

Thorncrown Chapel, which was designed by architect E. Fay Jones, under whom Buergler once apprenticed. 
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In the master bedroom, Rosenfeld 
designed a custom Gustavian-
style bed crafted by C. Mariani 
Antiques, Restoration & Custom 
and paired it with tailor-made 
swivel chairs, upholstered with 
a Manuel Canovas fabric, and a 
custom ottoman. A chandelier by 
Hélène Aumont Collection from 
Hewn hangs above the space, and 
draperies made with a Rogers & 
Goffigon fabric frame the windows. 
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